
Iron smelting was invented in Asia Minor- presumably in the Armenian 
mountains- in the third century BC. The earliest object made of iron in 

thCentral Europe dates back to the 15  century BC. Iron manufacture was 
thtransmitted to Europe probably by the East-Cimmerians around the 8  

century BC. From that time iron gradually took over the priority over the use 
of bronze. Iron tools made agriculture more effective; weapons made of iron 
gave superiority to their users.
(According to a theory, supported by only sparse finds, iron culture in 
Central Europe spread from Asia Minor not via the Balkans, but via the 
Caucasus with the help of the people of Caucasus, as well as the inhabitants 
of the Carpathian Basin.)
 

In the early Iron Age (Hallstatt culture from 700 to 400 BC) only jewellery, a 
few weapons and tools were made of iron. The Celtic tribes of the late Iron 
Age (La Tene culture from 400 to 15 BC.) were the first to merit the name of  
" Craftsmen of Europe" with good reason. Iron became indispensable in 
every field of life that time. Celtic people left behind establishments in the 
region of East-Alps where they carried out large scale iron production in 
blast furnaces.

rd stSites of iron smelting done by Celtic tribes from the 3  to the 1  century BC 
were found in the east; in regions of Kárpátalja which is situated in the 
former Ugocsa county (Nagyszõlõs, Novoklinovo) and in Gallis Lovacska 
near Munkács (Carpathian Ukraine); in the west establishments were 
found in the Alps (Alpokalja), in Borsmonostor (Klostermarienberg, 
Austria) between Kõszeg and Sopron.

stA small Celtic furnace (only 25-30 in diameter) from the 1  century BC was 
excavated in Sopron, in the Iron Age settlement of the Celtic Boi tribe.
Bloomery iron was transported from the nearby, bigger in size iron furnaces 
(1 m in diameter), which were found in the region of Felsopulya 
(Oberpullendorf, Burgenland), to the smithy of the Celtic settlement where 
tools and weapons were forged from it.

Romans, who occupied Pannonia around 15 BC, produced iron only near 
the iron ore mines of South-Pannonia and Dalmatia (North- Bosnia), as 
well as in Noricum (Carinthia), later on in Dacia (Transylvania). 

The smithies of Pannonia were supplied with iron from the iron industrial 
centre of Siscia, near the river Sava. The characteristic prism-shaped rods 
found at excavations might have been traded from Siscia to the smithies of 
Roman fortifications (e.g. Heténypuszta/ Tolna county, Intercisa/ 
Dunaújváros), as well as to the smithies of towns and farms.
In areas, which were situated north to the Roman lands (near the River 
Vág), iron was produced by the ratepayers of the Celtic Cotinus people 
(Quads from Highland) and of lowlander Sarmata people. Large-scale 
commercial links were based on iron making since ancient times. Central 
Europe was linked to the Greek colonies of the Black Sea by the River 
Danube and to Greece via the Balkans. In the Iron Age lively trade was 
carried out on the so-called "ivy" stone road.

The knowledge of iron and its use, and the large scale spreading of 
metallurgy were not only the results of discovering the ore in metals and 
finding its deposits, but also of the professions developed and specialized 
on high level, such as mining, forestry, water management, architecture, 
and later on engineering industry, railway, building steel bridges, military 
technology, electronics, etc.

In early times iron making was connected to glass production, pottery and 
other handicrafts, which were recognised as relating trades in several 
regions. (Potter's wheel was introduced in the Carpathian Basin in the Iron 
Age). 
Some of the former bronze craft establishments were transformed into iron 
craft centres. Today there is no an industrial, or agricultural area, research 
laboratory or other different needs of our lives where metal, iron or their 
alloys were not used. 

        Division of the history of humans until the Iron Age:

Stone Ages

Paleolitikum (i.e. 2 000 000-8 000)

Mezolitikum (i.e. 8 000-5 500)

Neolitikum (i.e. 5 500-3 400)

Metal Ages
Brass Age        (i.e. 3 400-1 900)

Bronze Age    (i.e. 1 900-800)

Iron Age          (i.e. 800-tóluntil the 
beginning of AD )
(Roman Age, The Age of Migration, The Age of 
Settlement, Middle Age, Modern Age)

Important iron making regions in the Roman Age
Iron producing centres of the Roman Empire

The border of the Roman Empire
Important Barbarian iron making areas

A / 
B/
C/

Iron smelting in India

thReconstruction of a furnace from the 10-11  century (according to János Gömöri's excavation)

Remains of wind-blowing pipes used in iron smelting

Iron ore mining in the early Middle Age
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Nearly all the peoples of the age of migration used iron, 
and metal craft was on high level, close to the level of 
applied art this time. In the first phase of this age political 
relations didn't make it possible to trade with raw iron, 
so the inhabitants were obliged to exploit bog-iron ore 
near the surface around their settlements. Later -mainly 
in the age of settlement- the central power took care of 
organizing iron ore provision. Forging houses could 
have been found in each community in the age of 
settlement. We are aware of two iron-smelting centres 
having existed in the Carpathian Basin from this time -
one flourished in West-Transdanubia; the other one was 
in north Borsod County. 

The Cistercian religious order played an important role 
in spreading bellows and tilting hammers operated by 
waterpower. In their monastery of Pilisszentkereszt a 
workshop of metal crafts equipped with bellows driven 
by water wheel was also opened up. The use of 
waterwheel in iron smelting spread from the territories 
of North Hispania and South Gallia via France. Between 
1227 and 1262 water wheel came into general use in iron 
producing in Carinthia and in the region of Styrian 
Erzberg. According to a number of documents, several 
craftsmen moved to Hungary from here bringing along 
new professional experiences. 

Georgius Agricola (1494-1555)

From the Middle Age schools and universities have 
scientifically laid the foundation of the technical and 
technological development of these trades. The 
German humanist scholar, Georgius Agricola is 
outstanding in this field with his intellectual work titled 
“De Re Metallica". The book containing 12 chapters 
was published in 1556. In this book minerals are 
discussed according to their material and chemical 
attributes. In the Middle Age both mining and iron 
smelting were highly developed, but in the age of 
scholasticism the methods and means of technique 
were regarded unnecessary to deal with scientifically. It 
was Agricola's achievement to make a revolutionary 
innovation in this field. 

While the industrial revolution gave swing to iron 
industry, as well as to the development of metallurgy- 
validating interaction,  it initiated rapid development of 
energy industry, transport, agriculture, trade, and also 
of several old and completely new trades fulfilling 
human needs.

In the last few decades large scale and successful 
researches were carried out on the technical history of 
iron production and its processes almost in every 
European countries.

Technology of wiredrawing in the Middle Age

Forge driven by water wheel

Searching for veins with a driving rod and exploring delft
A/driving rod; B/ exploring delft

Technology of wiredrawing in the Middle Age
A/ piece of ore/;B/ flattening hammer; C/ iron wedge; 
D/ stump; E/ cutting scissors

Iron smelting shaft furnace
A/ furnace; B/ stair; C/ore; D/coal

Open-hearth or bloomery furnace
A/ hearth; B/ bellows; C/ tongs; D/ sledgehammer; E/ running water
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Diagram of different iron casting processes
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Nowadays- as result of researches- an increased interest is 
shown in the development of iron production: which began 
with the bloomery furnaces of Etruscans and Celts, followed by 
iron crafts of the Middle Age (e.g. outstanding remains of sword 
craftsmen). The next stages of this development were 
represented by the later introduced cast iron decarburising 
(two-step) processes (such as the puddling-furnace, Bessemer 
and Thomas process followed by the Martin iron producing 
process, or the Austrian oxygen-blowing process; the so called 
LD converter), as well as the manufacturing technologies using 
electricity, the new forging, rolling, and iron -and steel casting 
procedures, etc. With the help of the above-mentioned 
technologies, a long historical line can be drawn that leads to 
the bases of modern civilization.

Scholars pointed out that those generations who lived in the 
th

developed countries of the 20  century experienced such vast 
changes for what people of previous ages had needed 800 years. 
The quantity of steel production and steel processing, the 
specific expense of production, as well as the quality of products 
became more and more the main scale of economic potential in 
certain countries. Today developed industrial states relocate 
most of their steel producing technologies (which are still air 
polluting and demand hard physical work) to other less 
developed countries, while they leave researches demanding 
intellectual work, as well as the development and the assembly 
of the profitable  end product  for themselves.

The exploration and demonstration of the history of iron culture 
give accurate basis to several disciplines to carry out further 
researches and to educational institutes and schools to fulfil 
their educational tasks on higher level. Furthermore, wide and 
increasing public interest is paid to our technical history 
heritage.
Iron and steal production became a theme and an inspiration of 
works of art and this profession provides more and more new 
materials and possibilities for different branches of fine arts. 

Today, in our postindustrial age, more and more western 
countries regard this heritage as a part of market. The 
achievement adjusting to these new demands is called 
"Heritage Geography". Past, history and tradition promise to 
be good business; in the rushing, chaotic, value critical world of 
ours the stability of past and spreading of human identity can 
create the sense of safety and permanence, as well as, the 
development of adequate self identity-awareness. Recognizing 
this relation, Austrian metallurgists initiated the "European 
Iron Trail" movement, the "Europäische Eisenstrasse"- within 
the scope of "Cultural Routes" supported by the European 
Council.

The organization of this movement is called CEITA 
(Corporation of European Iron Trail Associations). Their aims 
are to increase the interest of the general public in the history of 
European iron making and its cultural relation, to help the 
exchange of information on technical history, and to encourage 
the tourist industry characterized by cultural history.
In 2001 we, Hungarians also joined this movement, in co-
operation with Slovak,  Polish and Transylvanian 
organizations. 

Several old and famous technical history museums, as well as 
new ones, memorial places, and active factories have already 
joined the international network of this trail. Spectacular, open-
air museums of industrial history, theme parks have appeared 
in the west European countries.
Their increasing trade in tourism and adequate profit make this 
progress faster and colour the economic and cultural life of their 
regions and they also improve the life-quality of the local 
residents.
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